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“Take advantage of all the 

creativity we can have.... always 

in contribution to the work.”



-Ali Arango

Difficulty:  intermediate

Heitor Villa-Lobos composed sixteen Chôros 

between 1920 and 1929 dedicated to the Brazilian 

style of music. Together they form a very ambitious 

collection which is also considered to be among the 

most important by Villa-Lobos. For this lesson on 

Choros #1, the first piece in the set, Ali Arango 

discusses the crucial rhythmic, harmonic, and 

melodic ideas that make Brazilian music, and 

Villa-Lobos in particular, so evocative and unique. He 

shares several of the ways he adds originality to the 

piece, as well as how he practices the complex 

technique this music demands. 

Lesson description



Introduction


Opening


Playing Legato and Practicing 

Dynamics


Repeat


Intervals and Harmony


Interpretation


C Section


Score Variations

OUTLINE

Alí Arango is one of the most prominent guitarists of his generation, with a 

virtuosity at the service of musicality and a balance of subtlety and 

expressive force. He graduated from the conservatory “Amadeo Rodán” in 

Havana, Cuba and from the Conservatori del Liceu of Barcelona with the 

highest qualification and the Premi Extraordinari (All Instruments). He was a 

student of Maestro Antonio Alberto Rodríguez (Biki) and Maestro Joaquín 

Clerch. He has received awards in 22 guitar competitions and recorded his 

CD "Guitar Recital" with NAXOS. Today, Arango explores the fusion between 

Cuban music, jazz and contemporary music as a part of several ensembles.

About Your 

Instructor
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Each piece in the Chôros by Villa-Lobos was written for a different 

instrument. Chôros #1 was composed for guitar, and it was dedicated to 

Ernesto Julio de Nazaret, a pianist and composer of Brazilian chôro music 

who Villa-Lobos admired highly. A year after writing this piece, Nazaret 

dedicated a piano piece to Villa-Lobos, showing their mutual admiration.



The word “chôro” in Portuguese means “cry”, which is interesting 

considering the happy and festive character of the best-known chôros! This 

musical tradition dates back more than 130 years, where it was usually 

played with solo instruments.  The instrument usually accompanies itself 

although sometimes a separate instrument can provide accompaniment. 

Look for a rounder sound for the 

opening three notes. The fifth 

and sixth strings will vibrate 

sympathetically, so it’s helpful to 

keep your thumb on these two 

strings. Use tirando on these 

three notes. After the 

portamento, arrive at the G at the 

same moment you pluck the 

string, to give the illusion of 

singing. 

INTRODUCTION

OPENING
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If we were to play the melody in Choros #1 exactly how Villa-Lobos notated 

it, the bass on the second beat of each measure would need to be cut (for 

example, the B on beat two of measure one should be cut by the D-sharp in 

the upper voice). 



Almost every time we hear the main motif in the A section, the chord on the 

downbeat is tense and it resolves to the sixteenth note. The intention of that 

measure is the sixteenth note, and the dotted eighth note is almost always 

just there for support.  By understanding the “swing” or “unevenness” in 

choro music, this piece becomes more danceable. Feeling only the 

downbeats lacks any “taste”. 

Chôros #1 is in rondo form, ABACA. The piece begins in E Minor, however 

there are some adventurous harmonies, especially in the B section. Part C 

modulates to E Major, creating a stark contrast before the recapitulation. 



The typical chôro rhythm is heavily syncopated, and not possible to notate 

with mathematical precision. This is what gives the music its unique “flavor”, 

similar to that of Cuban music. It’s very difficult to force yourself to play in 

this style, but by listening to enough Brazilian music you can more naturally 

pick up these subtleties. 
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In an old recording of Villa-Lobos performing this piece, he adds the seventh 

in the arpeggio at the end of measure one. Rather than play “B, D-sharp, 

G-natural”, he played “A, D-sharp, G-natural”. Perhaps this was simply an 

oversight, however it makes complete harmonic sense. The A-sharp in the 

first chord would then resolve to A-natural, which resolves to G at the 

beginning of beat 2. This chromatic movement is typical in Brazilian music, 

as well as American jazz music, in which harmonic motion is dictated by the 

proximity of the voices. 

Something else that’s very typical with the use of the Brazilian seven-string 

guitar is the use of a plectrum, a small piece of plastic or other flexible 

material to pluck the strings. This helps keep the notes sounding legato and 

fluid. Villa-Lobos added several chromatic runs to “link” together certain 

passages (see measures 10 and 12). 

PLAYING LEGATO AND PRACTICING DYNAMICS
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Part of a legato sound is a balanced one. 

Take a particular chord, perhaps one 

that troubles you to play cleanly, and 

repeat it using the choro rhythm, notated 

on the right (measure 25 and beyond). 

Make sure the second note of each 

group is softer than the first. 

By accenting only the first note, we create the danceable character of the 

choro. Don’t accent by using more force or more weight, but attack the string 

from a greater distance, with more contraction of the hand. More travel 

equals more speed. Practice alternating back and forth between a soft chord 

and a loud chord, using this principle. 

The soft sound should still be 

full, with enough bass and body.  

Aim for a sound like “boom” 

rather than “tin”. 



To make the shifts between 

positions easier, practice looping 

each measure. First, loop each 

bar four times before going on, 

then two times, and finally only 

once, as written. 
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Since the A section is repeated three times, it wouldn’t make sense to play it 

the same way each time. Of course, you can alter dynamics, tone color, and 

energy. Another way to think of this repeat is to imagine a shift from angry or 

strong, to meditative or accepting. This is especially important to consider in 

the final three measures of the A section. The idea, or mood you’re trying to 

convey is more important than the technical way you change the sound. 



INTERVALS AND HARMONY

In his writing, Villa-Lobos tends to favor the second among all other intervals. 

The major and minor second both create continuity, a melodic curve. 

Villa-Lobos uses harmony to create dramatic waves of tension and 

relaxation, always supported by the interval of the second (highlighted in 

sheet music below).  Measure 25 is also a prime example of seconds.

REPEAT
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In the B section, the importance of the second is even more prominent. Here 

it is clear that the gesture “dotted eighth note + sixteenth” is really the 

melody for the entire piece. 



It’s useful to remember that Villa-Lobos also played the cello, a highly 

melodically expressive instrument.  (what piece is he playing around 29:00)? 

Villa-Lobos uses the suspended fourth to allow him to move via a second. 

Another example, the second part of his Study No. 7, descends almost 

entirely in seconds with a tumultuous arpeggio underneath it.  

Sometimes, Arango prefers to play the dotted eighth notes short in the B section. 

It’s important not to lose the feeling of tension and relaxation while doing this. 

Since the rhythm is repeated so many times, and the choro is usually a live and 

improvised music, it’s important to allow yourself certain freedoms as a musician 

and performer! We’re too often forced to play exactly how the composer wants, 

but allow yourself some room for creativity. 

INTERPRETATION
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In the final passage, Arango likes to play G-sharp by tapping his fourth finger on 

the sixth string. It simply provides an interesting texture. 

The C section is the largest part of this 

choro. The indicated tempo changes can be 

a bit confusing in the beginning, but 

ultimately the third measure is a bit more 

restful. In the Villa-Lobos recording, he 

plays this measure without any change in 

tempo. Arango plays it very lyrically with 

just a slight tempo change. However, the 

decision is a very personal one - it’s up to 

you!

C SECTION
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Finally, there a few variations Arango makes to the score. On the repeat of 

measure 9, he adds a slur from high D to B as well as C to A in measure 11. 

Another change is to play two half-step intervals in measure 18 in place of 

the whole-step within the melody. This applies anytime the primary motif 

happens in the piece, however it’s likely best to save it for the end of a 

performance. 

These changes are simply recommendations, since this music is written 

down and not necessarily meant to be improvised. Arango has taken some 

very daring liberties to the ending of this piece in concert!  His hope is that 

some of this information contributed something to inspire you. This desire is 

so necessary in the world of music!

SCORE VARIATIONS



For more from Ali Arango, check out his philosophy surrounding the physical 

movements required to play with speed, full of relevant musical examples.

Ali Arango’s Lesson On Fast Scales

In this lesson on one of the composer’s five preludes, Isaac Bustos discusses 

the influence of Impressionism as well as some helpful technique!

Isaac Bustos’s Lesson on Prelude No. 3 (Villa-Lobos)

RESOURCES


